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Let Sp(jF”) be the symplectic group for a complex Hilbert space S?‘. Its Lie 
algebra sp(R) contains an open invariant convex cone C,; each element of C, 
commutes with a unique sympletic complex structure. The Cayley transform V: 
x E sp(Lw) + (I + X)(I -X)-l E Sp(0‘F) is analyzed and compared with the 
exponential mapping. As an application we consider equations of the form 
(d/dt)S = A(t)S, where t--t A(t) E c is strongly continuous, and show that if 
.I’“, ll.4(t)ll dt < 2 and I?, A(t) dt E C,, the (scattering) operator 
where S,.(t) is the solution such that S,.(t’) = I, is in the range of Q restricted to 
C,. It follows that S leaves invariant a unique complex structure; in particular, it is 
conjugate in Sp(Z) to a unitary operator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stability theory is concerned primarily with finding necessary and/or 
suffkient conditions under which all solutions to a given differential equation 
are bounded. For example, consider the equation 
y” + p(t) y = 0 (1) 
on the line, y real-valued, where p is periodic with period T. In 1892 
Lyapunov [ 21 proved that all solutions of (1) are bounded provided that p(t) 
is nonnegative (and not identically zero) and 
T 
i 
T p(t) dt < 4. 
0 
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Krein has shown [l] that he same conclusion h lds if y takes values ina 
real Hilbert space R, t+ p(t) is a periodic measurable map into the 
nonnegative symmetric operators on R such that sip(t) dtis strictly 
positive, and 4is replaced by 4times the identity. 
Our goal is to generalize results of this type by placing them in a group- 
theoretical context. Specifically, any s mplectic group has a unique invariant 
causal structure [3](i.e., an assignment to each point of a closed proper 
convex cone in the tangent space at that point), and equations satisfying 
certain positivity conditions define time-like paths within a elliptic ( .e., 
unitarizable or stable) r gion fthe group. This causal structure in the group 
is similar to apartial ordering in the class of transformations which effect 
temporal evolution, a dis quite distinct from a partial ordering inthe 
underlying Hilbert space, which is totally absent here. Inthis ituation one 
sees concrete close relations among the ideas of causality, stability, and 
partial orderings of the underlying class ofinfinitesimal transformations. 
The existence anduniqueness of the unitarization of positive nfinitesimal 
symplectics is treated inSection 2, and related to unitarization of global 
symplectic ransformations in Section 3 by means of the Cayley transform. 
The integral formula (10) in Section 4 is essentially contained in [11, and the 
results of this ection are xtrapolations of the treatment there. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF COMPLEX STRUCTURES 
Our notation throughout is as follows. LetR be a real Hilbert space, and 
let Y(Z’) denote the algebra ofbounded operators n R. Given any XE 
P(R) let X’ be its transpose. We assume that 8 has a fixed orthogonal J 
satisfying J* = -1, and define the symplectic form a(., .) = YO(., J . ), where 
-ip,(., .) is the inner product in 8. Setting (., .) = YO(., .) + &(., .), 
(8, (e, s)) is then acomplex Hilbert space with complex structure J. 
Let Sp(R’) be the group of invertible elements of P(Z) preserving a, and 
sp(R) the algebra ofoperators in -Y(E) skew ith respect to a. Then 
Sp(R) = {g E Y(R): g’Jg =J, g invertible} 
and 
sp(R) = {X E P(R): XtJ + JX = 0) 
= {JH: HE Y(Z), H’= H}. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E sp(Z) satisfy 
(2) 
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for all v E Z and some k > 0. Then there xists S E Sp(R) such that 
SAS-’ = JH, where H is a positive s lf-adjoing perator in(R, (a, .)), i.e., 
JH = HJ. Furthermore, thespectrum of H is contained in
k”2 11 A 1)3’2 
I(A(1’/2’k1/2. I 
Proof Clearly 
(In fact by polarization and the positivity (2)one can prove quality.) Define 
P’(v, w) =a(Av, w) for v, w E 3. Y is a symmetric form as A E sp(R), 
and positive-definite by (2).Thus 
ll~Illl~l12~.~C7(~~~~~~ll~l12 for all v E 2, (3) 
and %ic’, YO define quivalent norms. (11 . /I denotes always the YO-norm.) 
.4” (x, y) = ci”o(J-‘Ax, y) for all x, y E 2, so A is invertible and 
IHA-‘II < l/k. 
Now A is skew with respect toY, so if A = K &ir is the polar decom- 
position i (2, Y), all three operators A,K, m commute. We have 
K* = -I, and m invertible andpositive-definite symmetric in(Z, 9). 
Also K E Sp(Z+) is easily checked. 
Setting ,Y,(x, y)= (Kx, y) for x, y E Z’, we have 
<;“1(., .) = .Y((-A2)-“2., .) (4) 
and ,Y, defines yet another equivalent norm on Z. Its advantage over 9 is 
that (., e)i = Y,(., .) + ia(., )is a complex Hilbert s ructure on X (with 
complex structure K) with the same imaginary part as that of (a, e). 
It is not difficult to see that he topological equivalence of (3, (e, a)) and 
(Z, (., .),) implies that these two spaces have the same real dimension, 
hence the same complex dimension. Thus there xists a unitary equivalence 
s: (R> (., .>I> + (ZY (., .>I. 
We have JS = SK, SE Sp(GP), and SAS-’ = J(S m S-l). We set H = 
S @r S-‘, and then HJ = JH because K commutes with fl. 
By (4) we have orthogonal equivalences 
(&SF, Lq s (OF, -14) 2 (Gv, sg (5) 
of real Hilbert spaces. Clearly m is also positive in (Z, Y,), so H has 
the same property in(OF, .5$). JH = HJ now implies H is self-adjoint in 
Gc (a, *)I 
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It remains toprove the bounds on H. By (5) they are quivalent to 
3 IIA II3 
- Y(v, v) < .Y(-A2v, u)Gk Y(v, v) 
,,“A ,I 
for all uE Z?. For the upper bound, 
Y-A%, v) = .Y(Av, AU) 
6 IIA II YoW,A~) 
IIA II3 
by (3). For the lower bound, 
by (3) and IIA-‘jI < l/k, noted earlier. Q.E.D. 
It is clear that Sp(Z) f” sp(X) = (X E Sp(X): X2 = -I}. Define the set 
of complex structures 
I-= (K E sp(R): K* = -I, ~(Kv, u) > 0 t/v # O}. 
Equivalently, 
r = {JD : DJD = J, D’ = D positive-definite in (2, PO)}. 
r is a single Sp(A?)-orbit, by theunitary equivalence of Hilbert spaces ofthe 
same dimension. Thecontent ofTheorem 1is that each A E sp(Z) satisfying 
(2) commutes with some complex structure. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E sp(Z). 
(1) If A satisfies (2), then A commutes with a unique complex 
structure. 
(2) If AK = KA for some K E r, and either 
o(KA)n-a(KA)=#’ or 
~(Au, u) > 0 for all vf 0, (6) 
then A commutes with aunique complex structure. 
’ For a generalization of the condition i volving measure-theoretic characterizations of 
spectra, see 161. 
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Proo$ Whether (1) or (2), A commutes with some complex structure, 
and we may as well assume AJ=JA. Write A =JH, K = JD, where we 
suppose AK = KA, K E I? It follows that D commutes with A and HZ, so D 
clearly commutes with H in the case H > 0. In the case a(H) n -a(H) = 4, 
the same follows from a spectral decomposition of H in the Hilbert space GF 
with inner product yO. 
Thus D(JH) = (JH)D = JDH. Our hypotheses imply H has dense range, 
so DJ = JD. Now DJD = J as before, soD2 = I. As D is positive, D = Z and 
K = J. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. In the situation of Theorem I, S is unique up to left 
multiplication by elements of
U(R)={gESp(R):gJ=JgJ 
and thus the indicated bounds on a(H) are valid independent of choice of S. 
Proo$ If S(JH)S-’ = JH’ = H’J, where S E Sp(e, one computes that 
the complex structure S-‘JS commutes with JH, and hence JS = SJ by 
Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITIONS. Let C, be the set of all XE Sp(q satisfying (2). C, is an 
open (in sp(R’)) Sp(R)-invariant convex cone containing r. If A E C,, let 
K(A) be the unique complex structure commutting with A as in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. ic: C, + r is real-analytic. 
Proof: As K is constant onrays it suffices to check analyticity at X E C, 
such that 0 < I + X2 < I - 2s in the Hilbert space (3, y,(., .) = a(X . , .)), 
for some E > 0. Clearly there is a neighborhood N of 0 in sp(fl such that 
A4, = I + (X + Y)’ satisfies ]]Mv]] yx+v < 1 - E for YE N. Thus the power 
series 
~I@qL~+&L+f,- (1/2;!3/2) (4,)2- . . 
is valid for YE N, and K(X + Y) = (X + Y)-(X + y)2)-1’2 isa Power 
series inY convergent for YE N. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let C, be the invariant convex cone composed of those 
A E sp(R) satisfying (6). 
In the context of certain applications (41 condition (2) is too strong, and 
for A E C, there may not exist any S E Sp(GF+) such that SAS-’ commutes 
with J. (See the example in Section 5.) However, amodified result (outlined 
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in 141; see also [3]) providing a unique “essential unitarization” for a y
A E C, applies. Roughly, A always leaves a certain dense linear domain 
invariant, and upon closure with respect toan alternative pre-complex 
Hilbert s ructure (with (I as imaginary part) extends toa bounded skew- 
Hermitian operator. We defer the presentation of this construction o a later 
date in order to preserve thessentially algebraic context here. 
Still, it is perhaps u eful tocharacterize those A E C, commuting with a
bounded complex structure in another way. For any K f r let 
L, = {A E C,: 3k > 0 such that a(AKv, Ku) < ka(Au, u) Vv E X}. 
Clearly S(L,)S-’ = LSKSml for all SE Sp(0Y). 
Recall the earlier definition of U&P’). It is well known that he polar 
decomposition of a S E Sp(X) with respect to(X, YO(., .) =a(J e, .)) 
takes place in Sp(Z). Now one can show that if D E Sp(X) is positive- 
definite symmetric and leaves L, invariant u der conjugation, thenD = I 
except on a finite-dimensional space. Two consequences are (1) for Z
infinite-dimensional the L, do not all coincide, and (2) the invariance group 
of L,, a unitary invariant subgroup ofSp(Z?‘) containing U(G?@), is fairly 
small. 
THEOREM 4. A E UKEr L, if and only ifA commutes with some K E r. 
Proof: The sufficiency is obvious. If A E L,, write A = HJ, so that H’ = 
H 2 0 and H does not have 0in its point spectrum. Let4 = H”‘(Z) have 
the inner product (., e), = YO(H-“* ., H-l’* .). A leaves & invariant dis 
skew with respect to(., .)E. If A, denotes the restriction to & and A, = 
RT = TR its polar decomposition, we again have R* = --I, a(Rx, Rx) = 
a(x, x), and a(Rx, x) = (TX, x)~ for all xE 4, as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
As R extends toa continuous symplectic on the completion of 4 with 
respect to (T., .),, it sufices toshow that (T ., .), and ,YO(., .) = (H ., .), 
define equivalent completions. 
By the orthogonal equivalence H’/*: Z-8 and the observation 
H-‘/2TH”2 = (H’I’JHJ-‘H”*)“* = Q,it suffices to how that here xist 
constants c,,c2 > 0 such that 
c,H<Q<c,H. (7) 
Let us abbreviate (7)as H - Q. Now A E L, is equivalent to JHJ-’ - H, 
and it follows easily that HV2JHJ-‘H”* -HZ. Loewner’s theorem now 
implies (HY2JHJ-‘H”2)1’2 - H. Q.E.D. 
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3. THE CAYLEY TRANSFORM 
It is well known that if H is a self-adjoint operator on some complex 
Hilbert space, the Cayley transform 
qiH) = (I +iH)(Z - iH)-’ = u (8) 
is unitary, andH can be recovered by the quation iH = (U- Z)(U + I)-‘. 
Perhaps not so well known is that his mapping extends toa partly defined 
transformation from sp(q to Sp(R), and has many interesting algebraic 
and “causal” properties. The extension s essential in the theorem concerning 
unitarization of scattering operators in the next section. I  this connection t 
is interesting that he “invariant derivative” of Wigner [7] 
@?f>(z> = f’(z)/(l + z’) (z E C, f holomorphic) 
can be understood as a commutative version fthe differential of Q (see 
Proposition 1 below). 
We shall define ‘?? whenever possible y the substitution of XE sp(q for 
iH in (8). Various elementary p operties of 5?are 
(1) %?(-X) = g(X)-‘, 
(2) F(tanh(X + Y)) =F(tanh X) %F(tanh Y), 
(3) g(X)=Xiff X2=-Z, 
(4) @((t +s)X) = g(tX) @?(sX) for t, snear 0iff X3 = 0, 
(5) {g(K): tE R} is a local group iff X3 = cX for some c E IR, since 
by direct calculation g(tX) F(sX) = g(rX) iff (t +s - r)X = rsrX3, in
which case r= (s + t)(l + cst))’ for small s and t, and 
(6) lim,+, (@(X/n))” = exp 2X, 
for all X, YE L/(R), provided the required inverses exist, and in (2) that 
XY = YX. Also ashort computation proves the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X E 9&F’) be such that (Z f X)- ’ exist. Let (a%Q 
be the differential of SF at X, and L, (g E 44(R)) left translation by g. Then 
[d(L r/i(x)--l)~(~)x](Y)=2(z+x)-‘Y(z-x)-’ 
for all YE g(R). 
Given X satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 1, define 
R,(Y)= 2(1+x)-’ Y(Z-xx)-’ for YE L&(x). 
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Likewise, if S E 5?(R) is invertible and (Z + S)-i exists, define 
U,(Y) = f(Z + S-1) Y(Z + S). 
Then U, = R, whenever S = F(X), and we see that for such X 
Ad(g(X)) = R px 0 (Rx)-‘, 
(where Ad(g) Y= gYg-’ as usual) so that R,.) and U,.) provide something 
like “square roots” of the adjoint action. 
We restrict nowto the symplectic case. (In fact, statements identical to the 
following hold without change in the case of SO*(2n) and its natural infinite 
dimensional analogue [3].) The invariant cone 
c, = (A E sp(R): &I?& v) > 0 vu E R} 
provides invariant and canonical causal structures [S ] in sp(fl by vector 
translations, and in Sp(R) by left or right multiplications fr m the identity. 
As noted earlier, @ maps sp(&+) to Sp(fl and vice versa (whenever 
defined). By Theorem 1, a(A) E ilR VA E C,, so fF is defined on an open - 
subset of sp(fl containing C,. 
Property (3) above should be compared with exp(n/2)K= K for all 
K E Z. In fact a similar relationship between exp and 97 holds for all of C,, 
and the straightforward proof is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X E C, so that X = KH = HK for a unique K E r 
as in Theorem 2. Then 
g(KH) = exp(KT), 
where KT = TK, H = tan ;T, and x> T > 0 in the sense of the operational 
calculus inthe Hilbert space (3, a(K +, .)). 
PROPOSITION 3. The image of C, under (Z is preciselJ1 
{S E Sp(m: a(&, U) > kY,(u, v) Vu E 3 and some k > 0). 
Each S E I commutes with a unique complex structure, i.e., is uniquely 
unitarizable. 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that if A E 9(&F”) and 
Vu E ~9&4u, V) > .yO(u, v), then A -’ exists and is bounded. Therefore the 
indicated equality follows algebraically from the identity 
a((S - Z)(S + I)-'u, u) = 24Sw, w), where w = (S + Z))‘u. The second 
statement follows from Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 5. (1) If X E sp(R) and R, is defined, then S = a(X) and 
Us are defined. Also R, = Us and its inverse leave sp(Z’) invariant, and
preserve the cones C, and C, . 
(2) F and SF are causal mappings (i.e., their d@erentials preserve 
the causal structures) between sp(Z) and Sp(R).’ 
ProoJ (1) is just he identity a((1 +X)-l A(1 - X)-Iv, v) = G(A w, w), 
where w= (I -X) ‘v, and then (2) follows from Proposition 1. Q.E.D. 
4. A CRITERION FOR STABILITY 
THEOREM 6. Let t -+ A(t) be a strongly continuous norm-bounded map 
from iR to Y(E) such that 
NE .m 
J llA(t)ll dt < 2. - a 
Then 
U(t;A)=ZtA 1’ A(s) U(s;A)ds 
--lx 
(9) 
has a unique continuous solution for all ,I; (1 U(t; ,I)/1 < elalN for all t; 
lh+, U(t; A) 5 S(J) exists innorm. 
If [Al < 1 then (S(1) t I)-’ exists, 2 -+ (S(n) t Z)-’ is analytic, and
(S(L) - r)(s(n) tZ) - ’ 
=2 a ii O” (Z t S-‘(u))-‘U-‘(s;p) A(s U(s;,u)(l tS(u))-’ dsQ. (10) 0 --cc 
Proof: The first paragraph is well known, and immediate from the usual 
“time-ordered exponential” formof the solution U(t; A), anorm-convergent 
power series in1. 
For the rest we need some more notation. Define 
h(t) = + for t> 0 
1 
z-3 for t < 0, 
and let 59 be the Banach space of continuous f nctions f(t) from R to &” 
having continuous limits f(* co) as t -+ f co, with the sup norm 
2 Unlike the exponential mapping [ 5 1. 
2x0/4 I ‘7 4 
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We define anintegral operator K: 39 --+ 9 by 
(Kf)(t) = 1 rrn h(t - s) A(s) f(s) ds. 
If N< 2 and IL1 ( 1 clearly 111 K ))() < 1, and then 
V-K)g=f 
(for a given f ER consfunt) has a unique solution g E 9. g satisfies th  
boundary conditions g(-co) + g(+co) = 2f and the equation g(t) =
g(-co) + I J’L, A(s) g(s) ds. But then by uniqueness g(t) = U(t; 1) g(-ao), 
g(+cQ) = W)g(-~), and 2f = (I + S(n))g(--oo). g, hence g(-co), 
depends continuously on f, so A-+ (I + S(A))-’ isan analytic map into 
Y’(Z) for 0< A < 1, that is, apower series convergent i  norm. 
J-m 
It is easily checked that 
$ qt; n> =ul(t; A> j’U-‘(s;,i)A(s) U(s;k)ds 
-02 
(by solving the first order differential equation which the 1.h.s. satisfies), and 
thus (d/dl) S(1) = S(n) R(i), where 
R(A) =17; U- ‘(s; A) A(s) U(s; A) ds. 
-cc 
Defining X(A) = (S(A) - 1)(S) +I)- ‘, clearly 
$x(i) = 2(1+ S(A))-’ S(A) R(/l)(I + S(n))-‘, 
and since X(0) = 0, X(A) has the integral expression (10). Q.E.D. 
In the case when A(t) E sp(R) it is well known that hen U(t; A), 
w> E SPG3 
THEOREM 7. Let t + A(t) be a strongly continuous norm-bounded map 
from I? into sp(&“) taking values in the closed positive cone q. 
(1) Zf IT?‘, llA(t)ll dt < 2 then the scattering operator S: 
X(-w) -+ x(+00) for the equation (d/dt)X= A(t)X is the Cuyley transform - 
of a YEC,. 
(2) If in addition nlGIR {ker A(t)} = {O}, then also ~(Yv, v) > 0 for all 
v # 0. 
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(3) IfSrthermore (??, A(t) dt (as a strong-operator topology integral) 
is in the interior C,, then YE C, also, and then S commutes with a unique 
complex structure, i.e., isuniquely unitarizable. 
Proof (1) It follows from the integral formula in Theorem 6 for 
(S - l)(S +I)-‘, the invariance of c, under (Us)-‘: T+ 2(Z + S-I)-’ 
T(Z + S)- ’ (Theorem 5)and Ad(S) for SE Sp(R), and the fact that c, is a 
convex cone. 
(2) The integrand ih (10) reduces tof I’?‘, A(t) dt when ZJ= 0, and for - 
anyvE~,AEC,,~(Au,v)=OtogetherimplyAu=O. 
(3) As noted before, theinner integrand i  (10) is norm-continuous in 
,u. Thus the integral is in the interior C, if s”, A(t) dt E C,, by the obser- 
vation i part (2). Finally, apply Theorem 2 to Q-‘(S). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. The restriction in (2)of Theorem 7 is made to exclude “bound 
states,” i.e., vectors u # 0 such that Sv = Y. 
The interval [-co, +co] is this ection could be replaced by any other, 
with theorems and proofs remaining essentially unchanged. If a finite interval 
is taken, and A(t) extended to be periodic w th period T,the analogue ofS is 
the so-called monodromy operator [ 1 ]or Floquet matrix U(T). It is well 
known from Floquet theory that all solutions of (d/dt)X = A(t)X (t E W) are 
bounded if and only if all powers of U(r) are uniformly bounded. Bya 
theorem of Nagy [ 11 this occurs if and only if U(T) is conjugate to a
unitary; if V(T) E Sp(fl the conjugating operator can also be taken in 
SPW). 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X= R* with J= (y -i) and symplectic form a((;), 
(L)) = yz - xw. Then Sp(1, W) = Sl(2, R). If is easily seen that X= 
(z -i) E C, if and only if b < 0, c > 0, and -a2 - bc > 0. In this case X
commutes with the unique complex structure K(X) = (l/dz)X. 
For example 
Take now an infinite direct sum R = 0,” i V,, V, a copy of R 2, and let 
X is bounded and satisfies (6),and it is not difficult to see that X commutes 
with no bounded complex structure. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the nonlinear w ve equation 
06 + m*$ + p’(4) = 0 
in Minkowski space, where m > 0 and p is a nonnegative polynomial such 
that p” 2 0. When the first order variational equation (linearized about a
solution 4) is formulated as a first order differential equ tion i Hilbert 
space, the condition p” > 0 insures the condition in Theorem 7 that - 
A(t) E c,. The condition I‘?, /A(t)\l dt < 2 is implied by the inequality 
J?, I/ @‘(4)llm dt < 2m; in the case, .g., when p is a monomial ofsufficiently 
high degree this inequality holds when 4 has sufficiently sma lCauchy data. 
The conclusions f the theorem provides the essential b sis for the 
construction of a canonical hermitian structure in the solution variety of the 
wavk equation (in conjunction w thpreviously established properties of these 
specific equations). Details will appear in forthcoming work (cf. [4]). 
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